
Geographical Economics Winter 2013/2014
Assignment #1: Due December 2nd 2013

General information
This problem set MUST be solved individually. Each student MUST turn in the copy of the

solution on paper support. Do not forget to identify at the beginning of each page. There are not
speci�c requirements about the format (font, lines etc) of the document students are expected to
turn in.

The solution of this assignment MUST be turned in at the beginning of the class.
No delay or extra time will be granted. Exercises #1 and #2 score 5 points each

1 Exercise #1

Describe how, if at all, each of the following developments a¤ects the break-even and actual invest-
ment lines in the basic diagram of the Solow model:

� The rate of depreciation falls.

� The rate of technological progress rises.

� The production function is a Cobb-Douglas f(k) = k� and the capital share � increases.

� Workers exert more e¤ort, so that output per unit of e¤ective labor for a given value of capital
per unit of e¤ective labor is higher than before.

2 Exercise # 2

Refer to the webpage of the Penn World tables (http://www.rug.nl/research/ggdc/data/penn-
world-table).

Create a sample of at least 10 countries by collecting information about their (real) GDP values
from 1950 onward and, then answer to the following questions:

� Do these countries experience an absolute convergence ? Why ?

� Do you think that the geographical proximity may a¤ect your outcome ?

� Now, split the data of your sample into 20-year periods (namely, you are expected to handle
three subsamples for your group of countries). Replicate the previous exercise in order to asses
the existence of an absolute convergence process. Do these countries experience a convergence
or divergence process in each subsample ? What could happen if you split your data into two
time-subsamples ?

� Looking at your last results: do you think the time dimension may have a role in boosting
the convergence (or divergence) in your sample of countries ?

� Do you think that the time dimension may be more relevant than the geographical dimension
in impacting the growth evolutionary path in your sample ?
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